**DUCK JAM CONCERT SERIES**

**ATV & TRUCK TEST DRIVES**

**LIVE FIRE GUN RANGE**

**DUCK CALLING CONTESTS, DOG TRAINING, FISHING DEMOS, ARCHERY AND MORE**

**JUNE 25-27**

**TEXAS MOTOR SPEEDWAY**
BUILT FOR BAGGING GREENHEADS, BLUEGILL AND REDFISH.

For almost four decades, our boats have helped families and friends make lasting memories on the water. From a lazy day floating the lake in a SUN TRACKER® pontoon boat, to an adrenaline-fueled tournament competition in a NITRO® boat, to cruising the sunny Florida Keys in a MAKO® boat, we have more than 100 boat models for virtually every type of fishing and family fun you can imagine. Visit one of 97 Bass Pro Shops Boating Center locations, or find our boats at more than 200 independent dealers worldwide. There’s an endless world of water out there waiting for you.
OWN THE TRUCK THAT OWNS THE OUTDOORS.

2021 SILVERADO TRAIL BOSS

FIND NEW ROADS

CHEVROLET

CHEVY DRIVES TEXAS | NORTH TEXAS CHEVY DEALERS

NTXChevy.com

PLATINUM SPONSOR OF THE DUCKS UNLIMITED EXPO
Drylok Super Steel®
Wad keeps powder dry for consistent velocities

Hard-hitting plated steel shot

Lacquered primer aids water resistance and reliability

Low visibility gray hull and black wad conceal easily in bare or snow covered fields

Xpert® Steel Shot is corrosion resistant for consistent patterns

Diamond Cut Wad for improved long-range pattern density over standard systems

High velocity shot yields more energy per pellet for increased range and shorter leads, resulting in greater terminal performance
PROUD PARTNERS IN CONSERVATION

Purina Pro Plan and Ducks Unlimited proudly work together to shape sustainable practices that help ensure food for people — and high-quality ingredients for pets — are available now, and for future generations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT: PURINA.COM/SUSTAINABILITY
2021 DUCKS UNLIMITED EXPO

EXPO CHAIRMAN
HOYT UTAY

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
CHERYL KLINE, SCOTT KLINE, BARBIE KRAIG, RICHARD KRAIG,
NICK MOSS, ROBIN UTAY

VILLAGE MANAGERS
GRETA SCHUSTER Ambassador Committee
JULIA ROGERS Ambassador Committee
BRANDI ABERCROMBIE Apparel Committee
JAY ABERCROMBIE Apparel Committee
TYLER HARGRAVE ATV/UTV Village
MIKE MAY ATV/UTV Village
CELESTA BOYD Bike Village
SCOTT ZIMERMAN Bike Village
DOUG WALKER Conservation Village
JUDY WALKER Conservation Village
BRIAN WILLIS Demonstrations & Seminars
COURTNEY WILLIS Demonstrations & Seminars
LEIGH GOKEY Purina Pro Plan Dog Village
CAMERON HARTZMANN Purina Pro Plan Dog Village
KYLE GOKEY Bass Pro Shop/Cabela’s Fishing Village
MASON THOMAS Bass Pro Shop/Cabela’s Fishing Village
KIM FREDERICK Information Services
MATT CHAVEZ Off Road Village
ERIC PEARSON Off Road Village
NEIL SCHAFER Off Road Village
BOB FILBERT Opening Ceremonies
ALLISON DOMANIC Archery Village
BRITTANY GIDCUMB Archery Village
TIM HINOJOSE Archery Village
RAY BELK Shooting Village
JOHNNY FREDERICK Shooting Village
DAWN LEE Shooting Village
ROB MILLER Shooting Village
LEE MORGAN Shooting Village
GABRIEL RIVERA Shooting Village
COLTON CURRIE Volunteer Hospitality
JORDAN CURRIE Volunteer Hospitality
MEREDITH HINTON VIP Lounge
GREGORY CHAVEZ ATV/UTV Waivers
LACIE MERRILL ATV/UTV Waivers
RYAN SUDDOOTH Fishing Waivers
TISA SUDDOOTH Fishing Waivers
JEFF DAVIS Off Road Waivers
JENNIFER DAVIS Off Road Waivers
RICK BENAVIDES Shooting Waivers
NOEL ORSAK Shooting Waivers

DUCKS UNLIMITED, INC. STAFF
DANA BARTON Director National Events
LOGAN NEVINS Manager National Events
AMY GARDNER National Event Promotions
DAVID SCHuessler National Director Event Fundraising
AMY BATSON Chief Fundraising Officer

COVER PHOTO BY JOHN HOFFMAN, DUCKS UNLIMITED

South Texas
Trophy
Whitetails
& Exotics

Whether your
hunt is focused on
that “Bucket List”
exotic trophy
you’ve dreamed
of for years to
proudly mount on
your wall, or while
during your dove
or deer hunt you
spot a beauty you
know you need to
take home, our
talented team can
make it happen!
210-419-4442
G2Ranch.com
Duck hunting conditions aren’t ideal, but it’s critical to get your gear out before the sun comes up. That’s why our vehicles are equipped with the industry’s fastest-engaging AWD to make quick work of mucky backwaters, windshields and roofs to make cold, wet mornings more manageable and ample storage so you have plenty of room for your blind cover, decoys and dog. Elevate your hunt with accessories like mud-rated tires, hunt-specific camo and winches to help clear the way.
LEGENDARY
LEAD-LIKE PERFORMANCE
FROM OUR DOOR TO YOURS.

"SWING BY OUR BOOTH IN THE
SHOOTING VILLAGE
AND SEE WHAT ALL THE FUSS IS ABOUT".

Steel shells have always come with hidden costs. Gripples. Lost time. Missed opportunities. Not so with BOSS. Heavier than steel, this is lead-like performance that hits harder, penetrates deeper and patterns tighter—all at direct-to-consumer pricing that cuts out the box-store retail markups. Cases ship free from our door to yours. Available in best quality 10, 12, 16, 20, 24 and .410 bore. 

Proudly 2A and freely made in the USA.
The Bad: Too many birds are lost to crippling every single year in the U.S. alone. Although that number is tough to pin down, one thing is for certain and we can all agree on, it’s far, far too many.

The Ugly: As waterfowlers and wingshooters go, that’s 100 percent on us.

The Good?
Together, we can drastically reduce that number — a huge nugget of hope we all should celebrate.

In a time when it seems like our hunting heritage is always under siege, imagine if we, as a community, commit to reducing that awful number of cripples. What would reducing it by even half look like? For one, it puts a significant number of more birds on the nesting grounds each year. Now imagine what increased breeding success could mean. Maybe we’d get more than a single pintail and a few more scaup per day. Maybe mallard limits in certain regions could follow. Maybe the anti-hunting crowd will ease up a little — but we’re not holding our breath. In the end, more birds for everyone would be a fantastic thing for our hunts, our legacies and our hopes for future generations. All we have to do is do our part and that starts with doing what’s right.

But how?
By changing the narrative. Rethink not only the way you’re hunting, but the tools by which you hunt. Start with a better shell than tired old steel, and we’re not just saying that because we’re a shell company. We’re saying this because it’s the truth, evidenced by the massive decrease in birds dying from lead poisoning after lead became outlawed. That’s proof the actions of the waterfowling community can make a huge difference without the government stepping in and telling us how to hunt. After all, sportsmen were the original conservationists.

In a way, voluntarily walking away from lead was the right thing to do. But it came with a new set of consequences. Whereas we were poisoning less birds using non-toxic steel, the issue of crippling birds became a much bigger deal. Steel, no matter what size shot or the absurd speed it claims to reach, just doesn’t hit or penetrate nearly as well. And while the advent of heavier, denser non-toxic shot options were great, they cost an arm and a leg, putting that level of lethality out of reach for most hunters. For years, we’ve had a new reality: We’re poisoning less but now we’re crippling more.

With copper-plated BOSS, we can change that reality. Nearly as heavy as lead and safe in classic barrels, it’s like the good-old days are back in both premium performance and value.

At BOSS, we only sell direct at BOSSshotshells.com. That means there’s no paying retail middleman markups. Just premium shells shipped from our door to yours. For a few dimes more per squeeze, copper-plated BOSS kills like lead without shredding your wallet out in the process. That’s a win-win for your budget and the birds.

With BOSS, start by getting honest with yourself about how you like to take birds. Paddles down and in the decoys? Or pass shooting at 40-plus yards? Most folks start with our 12 gauge 2 3/4” Shorty #5, easily our most versatile load. Once you’ve thought long and hard about your common shooting scenario, screw in a choke. Most go with an IM or a full, depending on shooting distance.

Now, actually put it on paper. That’s real-deal woodsmanship and we’d like to see the waterfowling community get back into it. Pattern your shotgun and you’ll know exactly what it’s capable of at your chosen distance. If you find a few holes in your pattern, choke it down. If it’s too tight, open it up. Experiment and really perfect your pattern. You’ll shoot less and kill more, guaranteed. Only after you’ve patterned should you put copper-plated BOSS on the birds.

Next — and this one’s key — No Your Shot. We’re not just talking about saying no to skybusting. That’s amateur hour. We’re asking that you pull off a bird if you know the shot is pushing your effective range. More birds will come, and you’ll reduce your number of cripples even more.

Last, we’d ask you marinate on what you’ve just read. Think about that number and how small changes in our collective thinking can really make a big difference for the birds. Consider joining a conservation org, like DU. And as always, don’t be afraid to reach out to us for help on either social media or through our website. The BOSSmen are here for you and the birds.
GET OUT WHAT YOU PUT IN

THE ALL-NEW CROSSROADS’ COLLECTION WITH TUFFSKIN NYLON
When Everest.com launched in 2020 during a pandemic, one of the first orders of business was to give back to those organizations who were feeling the brunt of tightened pocketbooks. Everest Gives Back was born out of need and continues strong with shoppers and the Everest community giving to conservation groups, veteran nonprofit organizations, and more. In fact, Everest’s Caliber members — those members who pay an annual fee for access to content and pricing specials not available to the general public — are helping the most with Everest Gives Back program. A portion of each Caliber membership is driven directly back into helping programs and organizations the community loves and supports.

“We are committed to giving back to the communities and organizations in which we exist,” said Bill Voss, CEO/Founder of Everest. “Everest actively invests in philanthropic programs and rallies around charitable work and causes important to the space and truly mean something to the industry in which we live and breathe.”

Everest Gives Back utilizes several programs to fund partner organizations:

- At checkout, customers are encouraged to select their organization of choice and round up their total order to the nearest dollar
- Also, at checkout, customers can choose to add $1 to their order for conservation efforts
- A portion of all Caliber Membership revenue is transferred to Everest Gives Back and its partners
- A portion of net revenue goes to Everest Gives Back

The inaugural group of Everest Gives Back recipients include Delta Waterfowl Foundation, Mule Deer Foundation, NSSF’s Project ChildSafe, Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation, Chris Kyle Frog Foundation and St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.

EVEREST

EVEREST.com/HOW-WE-GIVE-BACK
Everest offers Caliber memberships, giving users the opportunity to enjoy significant benefits for participating in the Everest community.

Join us today in our efforts to become the world’s largest marketplace for the hunting, fishing, shooting sports and general outdoor gear space.

- Save an average of $3,000+ a year at their favorite restaurants, theme parks, shops, movie theaters and more.
- FREE Shipping on All the Products You Love!
- Thousands of Hours of Streaming Video Entertainment
- Eat, Play & Travel Discounts to 700,000+ Locations
- Donation to Several Conservation and Veteran Organization Partners
- Extreme Discounts on Gear!

JOIN THE FASTEST GROWING OUTDOOR COMMUNITY ON THE PLANET!

USE CODE SWAG TO GET EVEREST GEAR WHEN JOINING CALIBER!

www.everest.com/caliber-account

THE MARKETPLACE FOR THE OUTDOOR RECREATION WORLD
With interactive villages for shooting, fishing, archery, conservation, dogs, biking, off-road vehicles, and music, outdoor enthusiasts of all ages will have a chance to see, try, and buy the latest and greatest outdoor gear. The Ducks Unlimited Expo (DUX), presented by Purina Pro Plan, is your one stop for everything outdoors! The inaugural Ducks Unlimited Expo presented by Purina Pro Plan will take place on Friday June 25, Saturday June 26, and Sunday June 27 at Texas Motor Speedway, in Fort Worth. It will be history making for Ducks Unlimited! This colossal outdoor event is filled with hands-on demonstrations, seminars, activities, and exhibitions of industry related products. Attendees of DUX will test their skills in a multitude of villages, where novice to experienced sportsman can try the latest products and receive coaching from industry leaders and professionals.

Purina Pro Plan will have daily seminars and guidance in the Dog Village from industry leaders, including Dokken’s Oakridge Kennels, Wildrose Kennels, The Quack Pack, Covey Find Kennels, and many more. The Dog Village will also host Ultimate Air Dog and have samples of Purina Pro Plan.

Saturday, June 26th is packed with activities, starting with the BOSS Shotshells Ducks Unlimited Regional Sanctioned Calling Contest, which features a first-place prize of $5,000 - the largest prize for any sanctioned contest across the country this year. The Ducks Unlimited Regional will be followed by the Gulf Coast Regional Sanctioned Calling Contest. Both contests are qualifiers for the World Duck Calling Championship in Stuttgart, Arkansas. The DUX Championship Series will follow Saturday’s sanctioned contests with individual and team Mallard Meat calling. On Sunday, June 27th contests will continue with individual, and team contests for Specklebelly and Canada Goose calling.

Saturday night kicks off with Duck Jam, an outdoor concert sponsored by First National Bank of Omaha. Duck Jam features certified multi-platinum selling artist, Gary Allan (“Watching Airplanes,” “Every Storm (Runs Out of Rain),” “Best I Ever Had”); multi-platinum hit-maker, Jordan Davis (“Singles You Up,” “Slow Dance in a Parking Lot,” “Almost Maybe”); chart-topper Travis Denning (“After A Few,” “ABBY”); and critically acclaimed rising star, Priscilla Block (“Just About Over You,” “Wish You Were the Whiskey”). In addition to Saturday night’s Duck Jam, the DUX music village will feature several artists from Universal Music Group Nashville throughout the weekend.

DUX will showcase trick shooter demonstrations throughout the weekend from The Gould Brothers (Friday, June 25 only) and Texas native, Travis Mears (Saturday, June 26 and Sunday, June 27). DUX also offers hands-on firearms testing from leading manufactures, off road 4x4 and ATV rides and drives, and special appearances from outdoor personalities, Michael Waddell, and Addison Edmonds.

The Expo is an event the whole family will enjoy. Our conservation partner, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, has helped provide kid-friendly activities during the entire expo, including a catch and release pond, waterfowl identification, shooting activities, coloring pages, tattoos, and more.

Hope to see you there!

WHAT: The Ducks Unlimited Expo presented by Purina Pro Plan
WHERE: Texas Motor Speedway, 3545 Lone Star Cir, Fort Worth, TX 76177
DATES/TIMES: Friday, June 25, noon – 7 p.m.; Saturday, June 26, 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. (Duck Jam starts at 6:30 p.m.); Sunday, June 27, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
TICKETS: DUX tickets are on sale now, at www.duckexpo.com/tickets and are $10/adult one-day, $25/adult three-day, kids 12 and under are free (available at the gate only), $300/all age VIP. Active/Retired Military, First Responders are free with ID (available at the gate only). Duck Jam tickets are $45/advance, $50/day of show, and $250/Ducks Jam DU VIP.

For more information, please visit www.duckexpo.com.
INTRODUCING THE NEW

A300 ULTIMA™

KICK-OFF RECOIL SYSTEM
Beretta’s Kick-Off recoil reduction system provides enhanced stability, comfort, and control for faster target acquisition.

ENLARGED CONTROLS
Larger bolt handle and bolt release for easy manipulation in adverse conditions.

WIDER STEPPED RIB
High rib with included mid-bead and fiber optic front sight.

CLASSIC. TOUGH. RELIABLE.

AVAILABLE IN 12 AND 20 GAUGE

LEARN MORE AT INFO.BERETTA.COM/A300ULTIMA

BERETTA
500 YEARS. ONE PASSION.
DOMINATE THE SKIES WITH SUPER BLACK EAGLE 3

Benelli forever changed the expectations of waterfowl hunters with the introduction of the Super Black Eagle shotgun. Now, the most popular waterfowling shotgun is available in 3-inch versions in 12 and 20 gauges—a little lighter but just as effective and enjoyable to shoot.

“We’ve applied all of the Super Black Eagle 3 enhanced updates and ergonomics to 3-inch 20-gauge and 12-gauge models for 2021,” said Tim Joseph, VP of Brand Marketing for Benelli USA. “We know the 20-gauge in particular will be a welcome addition for hunters who want the feature sets of a SBE3 but prefers a lighter gauge.”

At the heart of the SBE3 is the ultra-reliable inertia-driven action, which is centered around an Easy-Locking Bolt System—an enhanced breech-closing system that eliminates the possibility for a shooter-induced stoppage when trying to softly close the bolt or when the shotgun is treated roughly in the blind. The new SBE3 is designed for easier operation with gloved and/or cold hands. The oversized bolt handle, oversized bolt release, oversized safety and redesigned magazine cap along with the enlarged load port make for easier operation in cold conditions.

The Easy Fitting System of the SBE3 includes a shim kit that allows for up to eight different cast-and-drop configurations. The stock and forend design and rounded trigger give the SBE3 a smoother feel and make the shotgun easier to shoulder and swing on passing targets.

The design of the Super Black Eagle 3 reduces felt recoil with its third generation Comfortech 3 stock and Combtech cheek pad. The new 3-inch SBE3 shotguns are available in Black synthetic, Realtree MAX-5, GORE OPTIFADE Timber and Mossy Oak Bottomland camo patterns in both the 12- and 20-gauge chamberings.

**Features:**
- Gauge: 12 and 20
- Chambering: 2-3/4 and 3 inch
- Barrel Lengths: 26 and 28 inches
- Overall Length: 47.50 to 49.50 inches
- Weight: 5.8 to 6.9 pounds
- Sights: Fiber-optic red-bar front sight
- Length of Pull: 14-3/8 inches
- Drop at Heel: 2-1/8 inches
- Drop at Comb: 1-1/2 inches
- MSRP: $1,699 to $1,799.

DOMINATE THE SKIES WITH BULLET HP

Convergent Hunting Solutions offers predator hunters the ultimate package in the Bullet HP Complete Bluetooth Game Calling System. Featuring the Bullet HP electronic game call, Picatinny phone mount, full sound library, and camo carry bag, the complete system is sure to help predator hunters call in more critters.

CALL THE SHOT with BULLET HP

Convergenthunting.com
FEDERAL PREMIUM® BLACK CLOUD®

The boundaries have been broken. FLITESTOPPER® pellets blended with Premium® Steel or Tungsten Super Shot and deployed with the rear-opening FLITECONTROL FLEX® wad. Longer range. Denser patterns. Lethal through any choke.

BUY NOW AT FEDERALPREMIUM.COM
Have you ever wished you could climb in your truck and leave the hectic life and just get away for a few days? Well then, you need to consider the Hill Country in Central Texas. It seems when Texas was created, God put the best part right smack dab in the middle of it all so everyone in the state would have about the same distance to travel in order to make it fair. The diversity and scenic beauty is beyond description and those of us who have lived here for our entire life have been especially blessed and we like to see the jaw-dropping response of those who visit for their first time.

San Saba County is located right in the center of Texas and the small town of San Saba is the county seat. I have heard it said that San Saba County has the most miles of live water of any county in the state and that’s saying a lot, because there are 254 counties in Texas.

Gene Stewart has been actively listing and selling land in San Saba County and all of Central Texas since 1988. Gene and his wife, Sylvia want to invite and welcome you to visit us at San Saba Realty, located in this great little destination where the people are friendly and the wildlife (meaning the deer, turkeys, fishing, etc.) are plentiful.

We can’t wait to meet you!
Trust your next hunt to the fastest waterfowl load ever made. At 1,700 FPS, Hypersonic Steel’s unprecedented velocity and downrange energy drops more birds with fewer shots. Trust legendary Remington Ammunition to get the job done.
HAS THE OUTDOORS COVERED

THE OUTDOOR PACK BRINGS YOU FOUR OF THE LEADING NETWORKS IN HUNTING, FISHING, NATURAL EXPLORATION, AND EXTREME SPORTS FOR A LOW COST EACH MONTH

CALL (800) 333-DISH OR VISIT MY.DISH.COM/OUTDOORPACK-OFFER
A WINNING COMBINATION.

THE 2021 FORD F-150

THE 2021 MUSTANG MACH-E

BUILT FORD PROUD
Come visit us in the 
Shooting Village 
and demo the full line of 
Retay shotguns today

Visit retayusa.com 
for more information and follow us on 
social media @retayusa

BandedBirdChallenge.com

Early Bird Entry 
6/1/21 - 7/15/21
**Ducks Unlimited Expo 2021**

**Parking**
- Gate 1
- Gate 2
- Gate 3

**Gate 1**
- Biking
- Archery
- Shooting
- Fish

**Gate 2**
- ATV/UTV
- Dogs
- Conservation
- Exhibitors
- 4x4 Offroad

**Gate 3**
- Music

**ATV/UTV Village**
- Friday, June 25
  - All Day: Free ATV/UTV ride and drives (must be 18 and older)
- Saturday, June 26
  - All Day: Free ATV/UTV ride and drives (must be 18 and older)
- Sunday, June 27
  - All Day: Free ATV/UTV ride and drives (must be 18 and older)

**Bass Pro Shops/Cabela’s Fishing Village**
- Friday, June 25
  - All Day: Kids Catch and Release Pond
  - All Day: Kayak around the pond
  - All Day: Fly Tying and Casting
  - All Day: Bait Casting
  - All Day: ShareLunker demonstration
- Saturday, June 26
  - All Day: Kids Catch and Release Pond
  - All Day: Kayak around the pond
  - All Day: Fly Tying and Casting
  - All Day: Bait Casting
  - All Day: ShareLunker demonstration
  - All Day: Charlie Evans and Paw Patrol Boat with characters from Paw Patrol
  - 11 a.m.: Purina Pro Plan Dog Retrieval – Water Retrieval the Wildrose Way
  - 1 p.m.: Purina Pro Plan Dog Retrieval – Retriever training from start to finish – Tom Dokken, Dokken’s Oakridge Kennels
- Sunday, June 27
  - All Day: Kids Catch and Release Pond
  - All Day: Kayak around the pond
  - All Day: Fly Tying and Casting
  - All Day: Bait Casting
  - All Day: ShareLunker demonstration
  - All Day: Charlie Evans and Paw Patrol Boat with characters from Paw Patrol
  - 11 a.m.: Purina Pro Plan Dog Retrieval – Water Retrieval the Wildrose Way
  - 1 p.m.: Purina Pro Plan Dog Retrieval – Retriever training from start to finish – Tom Dokken, Dokken’s Oakridge Kennels

**DUX Hours**
- Friday, June 25: Noon to 7 p.m.
- Saturday, June 26: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
- Sunday, June 27: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
### BIKE VILLAGE
**Friday, June 25**
- All Day: Free electric bike testing on custom track (must be 18 and older)
- All Day: Rockwall climbing

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Day: Free electric bike testing on custom track (must be 18 and older)
- All Day: Rockwall climbing

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Day: Free electric bike testing on custom track (must be 18 and older)
- All Day: Rockwall climbing

### PURINA PRO PLAN DOG VILLAGE
***Hurry and get your sample of Purina Pro Plan, while supplies last***
**Friday, June 25**
- All Day: Ultimate Air Dog - Watch as canine athletes get air!
  - See how your canine compares.
  - 1 p.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack
  - 2 p.m.: 7 Habits of Highly Successful Sporting Dogs & The Wildrose Way with Wildrose Kennels
  - 3 p.m.: POINT! with Covey Find Kennels
  - 4 p.m.: Shed Hunting with Dokken’s Oakridge Kennels
  - 5 p.m.: Flushing Fundamentals with Cato Outdoors
  - 6 p.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Day: Ultimate Air Dog - Watch as canine athletes get air!
  - See how your canine compares.
  - 10 a.m.: POINT! with Covey Find Kennels
  - 11 a.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack
  - 12 p.m.: Flushing Fundamentals with Cato Outdoors
  - 1 p.m.: 7 Habits of Highly Successful Sporting Dogs & The Wildrose Way with Wildrose Kennels
  - 2 p.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack
  - 3 p.m.: Shed Hunting with Dokken’s Oakridge Kennels
  - 4 p.m.: POINT! with Covey Find Kennels
  - 5 p.m.: Finished Flusher Techniques with Cato Outdoors

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Day: Ultimate Air Dog - Watch as canine athletes get air!
  - See how your canine compares.
  - 10 a.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack
  - 11 a.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack
  - 12 p.m.: POINT! with Covey Find Kennels
  - 1 p.m.: 7 Habits of Highly Successful Sporting Dogs & The Wildrose Way with Wildrose Kennels
  - 2 p.m.: Herding Fundamentals with Whistle Commands by The Pack
  - 3 p.m.: Shed Hunting with Dokken’s Oakridge Kennels
  - 4 p.m.: POINT! with Covey Find Kennels
  - 5 p.m.: Finished Flusher Techniques with Cato Outdoors

### BOSS SHOTSHUSLS CALLING CONTEST STAGE
**Friday, June 25**
- 12 p.m.: Calling Contest Registration - Registration for sanctioned contests closes 30 minutes prior to the contest, DUX series closes 15 minutes prior to contest.

**Saturday, June 26**
- 9 a.m.: Calling Contest Registration - Registration for sanctioned contests closes 30 minutes prior to the contest, DUX series closes 15 minutes prior to contest.
  - 10 a.m.: Unlimited Regional Sanctioned Calling Contest

**Sunday, June 27**
- 9 a.m.: Calling Contest Registration - Registration for sanctioned contests closes 30 minutes prior to the contest, DUX series closes 15 minutes prior to contest.
  - 10 a.m.: DUX Championship Series Calling Contests

### CONSERVATION VILLAGE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH TPWD
**Friday, June 25**
- All Day: Educational Wetland Demonstrations
- All Day: Waterfowl Identification by Higdon Outdoors
- All Day: Kids Activities
- All Day: Get Outside Kids Challenge and Gear Giveaway
- All Day: Angler Education
- All Day: Project Wild
- All Day: Community Waters
- All Day: Operation Game Thief
- All Day: Coastal Fisheries Sea Life Touch Table
- All Day: Texas Youth Hunting Program

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Day: Educational Wetland Demonstrations
- All Day: Waterfowl Identification by Higdon Outdoors
- All Day: Kids Activities
- All Day: Get Outside Kids Challenge and Gear Giveaway
- All Day: Angler Education
- All Day: Project Wild
- All Day: Community Waters
- All Day: Operation Game Thief
- All Day: Coastal Fisheries Sea Life Touch Table
- All Day: Texas Youth Hunting Program

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Day: Educational Wetland Demonstrations
- All Day: Waterfowl Identification by Higdon Outdoors
- All Day: Kids Activities
- All Day: Get Outside Kids Challenge and Gear Giveaway
- All Day: Angler Education
- All Day: Project Wild
- All Day: Community Waters
- All Day: Operation Game Thief
- All Day: Coastal Fisheries Sea Life Touch Table
- All Day: Texas Youth Hunting Program

### FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF OMAHA EXHIBITOR VILLAGE
**Friday, June 25**
- All Weekend: DUX Exclusive Raffles
  - 1 p.m.: Cooking Demos and Samples from Texas Beef Company
  - 3 p.m.: Cooking Demos and Samples from Texas Beef Company

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Weekend: DUX Exclusive Raffles
  - 12 p.m.: Cooking Demos and Samples from The Sporting Chef, Scott Leysath
  - 3 p.m.: Cooking Demos and Samples from Texas Beef Company

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Weekend: Cooking Demos and Samples from The Sporting Chef, Scott Leysath

### FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF OMAHA CONCERT STAGE
**Saturday, June 26**
- 6 p.m.: Duck Jam Concert presented by FNBO

### OFF ROAD VILLAGE
**Friday, June 25**
- All Day: Free off-road ride and drives on custom course (Must be 21 or over)

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Day: Free off-road ride and drives on custom course (Must be 21 or over)

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Day: Free off-road ride and drives on custom course (Must be 21 or over)

### SEMINAR STAGE (LOCATED IN CONSERVATION VILLAGE)
**Friday, June 25**
- 10 a.m.: Pre-Season Tune-up by Seth Bynum, DVM
- 2 p.m.: Delay the Spay? By Seth Bynum, DVM

3 p.m.: Music performance by CB30
5 p.m.: Music performance by Boy Named Banjo

**Saturday, June 26**
- 12 p.m.: Music performance by Catie Offerman
- 1 p.m.: The Ultimate Waterfowl Rig with Addison Edmonds and Can-Arn
- 3 p.m.: Performance by Brandon Lay

**Sunday, June 27**
- 10 a.m.: Youth Calling Seminar by Jimbo Ronquest Limited to 30 – Register at the Calling Contest Stage

### CONSERVATION STAGE
**Friday, June 25**
- All Day: Test Air Rifle Skills with Texas State Rifle Association
- 10 a.m.: Gould Brothers – Trick Shooting
- 11 a.m.: Youth Calling Seminar with Jamie Belknap
- 12 p.m.: BOSS Shotshells – Put it on Paper
- 1 p.m.: Gould Brothers – Trick Shooting
- 2 p.m.: Meet and Greet with Cable Smith
- 3 p.m.: Travis Mears, Texan and Trick Shooter
- 5:30 p.m.: BOSS Shotshells – Put it on Paper

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Day: Test Air Rifle Skills with Texas State Rifle Association
- 10 a.m.: DUX Exclusive Raffles
- 11 a.m.: Gould Brothers – Trick Shooting
- 11 a.m.: Youth Calling Seminar with Jamie Belknap
- 12 p.m.: BOSS Shotshells – Put it on Paper
- 1 p.m.: Gould Brothers – Trick Shooting
- 2 p.m.: Meet and Greet with Cable Smith
- 3 p.m.: Travis Mears, Texan and Trick Shooter
- 5:30 p.m.: BOSS Shotshells – Put it on Paper

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Day: Test Air Rifle Skills with Texas State Rifle Association
- 10 a.m.: DUX Exclusive Raffles
- 11 a.m.: Gould Brothers – Trick Shooting
- 12 p.m.: BOSS Shotshells – Put it on Paper
- 1 p.m.: Gould Brothers – Trick Shooting
- 2 p.m.: Meet and Greet with Cable Smith
- 3 p.m.: Travis Mears, Texan and Trick Shooter

### SHOOTING VILLAGE — ARCHERY RANGE
**Friday, June 25**
- All Day: Introduction Archery Shooting by TPWD
- All Day: Byran Ferguson, Master of the Longbow

**Saturday, June 26**
- All Day: Introduction Archery Shooting by TPWD
- All Day: Byran Ferguson, Master of the Longbow

**Sunday, June 27**
- All Day: Introduction Archery Shooting by TPWD
- All Day: Byran Ferguson, Master of the Longbow

*Schedule subject to change*
USE GUN SMARTS.

Scan the QR code with your phone camera, or go to: gunsmarts.smith-wesson.com

GUNSMARTS

Subscribe to the Smith & Wesson® GunSmarts video series to learn from today’s leading experts.
JUNE 26, 2021
TEXAS MOTOR SPEEDWAY

Featuring

GARY ALLAN

New album, *Ruthless*, out June 25th!

with Special Guests

JORDAN DAVIS ★ TRAVIS DENNING ★ PRISCILLA BLOCK

To purchase tickets, visit duckexpo.com/duck-jam
TEXAS RANGER REMINDS YOU TO DRINK RESPONSIBLY | 21+

TEXASRANGER1823WHISKEY.COM
@TEXASRANGERWHISKEY

TEXAS RANGER WHISKEY REMINDS YOU TO DRINK RESPONSIBLY | 21+

WE KNOW LAND!

ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT BUYING OR SELLING?
CALL YOUR LOCAL HAYDEN OUTDOORS AGENT TODAY TO TALK ABOUT OUR REAL ESTATE SERVICES!

www.HaydenOutdoors.com
866.741.8323

RONIN
CLASSIC STYLING, MODERN FEATURES.

Featuring an unyielding commitment to strength, reliability and quality, the new Ronin™ 1911 from Springfield Armory® combines a legacy of service with the features modern shooters demand. Available in 9mm and .45 ACP, the Ronin is ready to deliver right out of the box. From its forged steel slide and frame to its hammer-forged barrel, the Ronin is designed and built for a lifetime of service.

$849 MSRP

SPRINGFIELD-ARMORY.COM
Work With The BEST

WE KNOW LAND!

ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT BUYING OR SELLING? CALL YOUR LOCAL HAYDEN OUTDOORS AGENT TODAY TO TALK ABOUT OUR REAL ESTATE SERVICES!

We specialize in... a lot.

- Total Real Estate Services
- Live & Online Auction Sales
- Property Marketing Plans
- Seller & Buyer Consulting
- Water & Mineral Rights
- Licensed Appraisers
- Land Development
- Appraisal & Valuation
- Habitat Consultation

HAYDEN OUTDOORS HAS REPRESENTED THOUSANDS OF LANDOWNERS, SELLING OVER 5 MILLION ACRES!

700+
PROPERTIES SOLD IN 2020

$700 Million
ANNUAL SALES

900+
NEW LISTINGS IN 2020

www.HaydenOutdoors.com
866.741.8323
OFFROAD

POLARIS

OR

WORKLOAD

WHATSOEVER YOUR ADVENTURE IS, WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED.

can-am

Hoffpauir
OUTDOOR SUPERSTORE

2114 US-84
GOLDTHWAITE, TX 76844
(855) 648-3341
SHOOTING
Village
GUN & AMMO PREVIEW
TRUCKLOAD AMMO SALE!

1 TRUCKLOAD RELEASED PER DAY - FRIDAY, SATURDAY, & SUNDAY

Buy at DUX & Earn Bucks for the Ducks!
Portion of all Gun & Ammo Purchases go to DU!

Limit 2 Boxes Per Style, CENTERFIRE & RIMFIRE Per Person, Per Day

Limit 1 Case Per Style, SHOTSHELL Per Person, Per Day

- CCI 9mm & .45 Ammo
  - 1,000+ Boxes per Day
- Hevi-Shot Hammer 12 Ga
  - 50+ Cases per Day
- Federal Top Gun Trap Loads
  - 100+ Cases per Day
- Federal Speed Shok Waterfowl Loads
  - 300+ Cases per Day
- Federal BlackCloud 12 Ga
  - 200+ Cases per Day
- Federal .556 Ammo
  - 1,000+ Boxes per Day
- Federal AutoMatch .22
  - 200+ Boxes per Day
- Remington Sportsman Steel 12 Ga
  - Special Allocation
- & More Ammo Styles!
MEET FACTORY STAFF & TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

**Benelli**

Be the 1st to Shoot the New 20 Gauge SBE3!

Plus Shoot the New 3” SBE3 12 Gauge!
Pre-Order to Reserve Your Allocation & Earn Bucks for the Ducks!
1st Public Display & Shoot in Texas & USA

Introducing the New 20-Gauge
All-weather performance and reliability in a true 20-gauge platform.
Chambered to accept up to 3” shells. Light and effective just 5 lbs.
Offered in Black Synthetic, Mossy Oak® Bottomland™, Sage™
Max-5® QD-GRIP™ Waterfowl Timber.

**Franchi**

Feels Right

PRE-ORDER TO RESERVE YOUR ALLOCATION & EARN BUCKS FOR THE DUCKS!

AFFINITY ELITE & PRO EDITIONS
Performance Shop Features Without the Price!

SHOOT THE NEW BE.S.T. SBE3!

SHOOT ALL THE MODELS OF 828 & COMPARE!

ETHOS EVENT!

COMPARE THE ETHOS & SEE THE NEW ETHOS MODELS!

SPORT & FIELD

COMPARE THE ETHOS & SEE THE NEW ETHOS MODELS!

INSINCT L, SL & THE NEW SLX!

NOW IN WOMENS, SPORTING, & DELUXE VERSIONS!

**STOEGER**

M3000 Value-Packed Auto
Shoot & Compare on the Range!

BUY AT DUX & FOR THE DUCKS!

Meet Factory Reps! Try Before You Buy!
SHOOT THE FULL LINE OF BERETTA AT ONE RANGE!
Dozens of Models of Shotguns & Pistols, PLUS Tikka & Sako on the Range!

A400 EXCELS & XPLORS

Best Guaranteed Price!

ALL GAUGES!

DUX INAUGURAL EDITION A300!

T3X LITE
BLACK

T3X LITE SS

Shoot the T3x in New Roughtech Tan & Veil Wideland

Sako

SUPER SALE!

Shoot the New S20 at 300 Yards!

APX, 92, PICO & More!

92M9 92X APX Bobcat Tomcat

686 SILVER PIGEON

Shoot & SAVE!

686 Silver Pigeons in Many Variations 694s, 695s, & More!

BUY AT DUX & EARN BUCKS FOR THE DUCKS!
SHOOT THE NEW MAXUS II & DOZENS OF BROWNINGS!

Over 250 Models In-Stock to Choose from at DUX!

Special Allocations of Browning Rifles, Pistols, & Handguns to DUX Buyers!
10 Gauge Gold, Hells Canyon Rifles, Maxus II, & More!

SHOOT THESE MODELS & MORE!

Meet the Factory Reps & Learn!

Buy at DUX & Earn Bucks for the Ducks!
OVER 35 DIFFERENT PISTOL & RIFLE MODELS TO SHOOT!

Smith & Wesson®

SEE & SHOOT the NEWLY UPDATED VP9!

Now with 17 Round Mag Capacity
Optics ready platform is standard!

HK416 .22 LR RIFLE & PISTOL

LEGENDARY LOOK & FEEL

HI416 22 LR Rifle or Pistol

Everyone Loves to Shoot!
FREE Extra Mag!

HIK P30 Pistols
Multiple Configurations ensuring there is one for every need!

SP5 THE LEGEND CONTINUES

Rimfire Fun in all Formats:
REVOLVER, RIFLE, SW 22, M&P, & MORE
MEET FACTORY STAFF & TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY.
DEFEND YOUR LEGACY.

DIGITAL RIFLE Scope

SHOOT THE HOT NEW SPRINGFIELD GUNS & LONG-TIME FAVORITES!

OVER 25 MODELS OF SPRINGFIELD ON THE RANGE!

SEE WHAT’S NEW FOR 2021!

SHOOT THE HOT 2020 WAYPOINT!

SHOOT THE HOT NEW DD GUNS!

SAVE BIG on DD5 V5 .260!

CUSTOM DUX EDITION OF DD5!

THE ULTIMATE TRY BEFORE YOU BUY SHOOTING EVENT

Buy at DUX & Earn Bucks for the Ducks! Portion of all Gun & Ammo Purchases to DU!
EXCLUSIVE: Special DU Texas Edition Masai Mara! ONLY AVAILABLE AT DUX!

SHOOT THE MASAI MARA! In 12 & 20 Gauge

Meet the Waterfowl Gordion!

Masai mara

AIR KING

ALL THE FEATURES OF THE STANDARD MASAI MARA 3.5 • CERAKOTE FINISH

SUPERIOR PROTECTION FROM CERAKOTE

SHOOT WITH FACTORY STAFF & LEARN HOW AIR KING WORKS!

SHOOT AT DUX!

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
RENEGAUGE WATERFOWL
The American made Savage Renegade will change the way you think about semi-automatic shotguns. The Renegade can handle the harshest conditions and the mildest low-recoil shells with the same dependability. The patented D.U.V. (Dual Regulating Valve) gas system ensures excess gas vents before it throws the hot, resulting in consistent shot patterns. The Renegade has been designed to fit almost any shooter. Everything from length-of-pull to comb height and drop at the heel can be adjusted to fit.

SHOOT THE
555
OVER-UNDERS & COMPARE!

SHOOT OVER 20 DIFFERENT RIFLES!
New Impulse, Ultralite, Timberline, Precision, & More!

RIMFIRE FUN!
The Best Assortment of .22 & .17 Rifles Shoot & Compare!

INAUGURAL EDITION DUX GUNS
TEXAS SPECIAL EDITIONS

COLLECTOR’S ALERT!

S&W Shield Plus
Texas Edition

S&W MP 15-22
Texas DU Edition

Beretta Outlander A300
DUX Inaugural Edition

Franchi Affinity
DUX Inaugural Edition

Stoeger P3000 Extended Mag
DUX/Texas Editions

Stoeger P3000 Defense
DUX/Texas Editions

Browning A5
DUX Inaugural Edition

Daniel Defense .260 Patriot Edition
The Ducks Unlimited Expo (DUX) is a sportsman’s paradise to see, try and buy the latest and greatest that the outdoor industry has to offer.

In the DUX Shooting Village attendees will have the opportunity to test and purchase firearms from leading manufacturers.

**SHOOTING VILLAGE FAQs**

**What Gun Ranges are at DUX?**
DUX features a Shotgun range, a Rifle & Pistol 100 Yard Range and a Rifle 300 Yard Range. Besides shooting lanes designated for each firearm factory on the Ranges, DUX also features General Lanes where you can flexibly shoot a mix of most brands of firearms in one lane.

**Can I purchase a firearm while at DUX?**
Firearms will be available for purchase at DUX. Firearm Factories are attending and each factory hosts a shooting tent on the range with firearms on display and available for live shooting. If you choose to purchase a firearm your order will be placed and processed with our DUX FFL dealer Reeds Family Outdoor Outfitters. Reeds will then ship your firearm, with free shipping, after the event to your local FFL for final paperwork and background check. You will not leave DUX with a purchased firearm, as no firearms will be transferred on-site at DUX.

**What does it mean “Buy at DUX & Earn Bucks for the Ducks”?**
A portion of all purchases of firearms and ammunition at DUX is donated to Ducks Unlimited. Five to ten percent of all purchase amounts made will be provided to DU in a payment, net of sales tax, credit card and delivery fees.

**Is there a cost to shoot at DUX?**
There is a minimal fee of $5 per shooting ticket, which is good for any type of ammo needed to shoot the Demo Guns at the range. Each ticket is redeemed for 5 shots at any shooting booth on the shotgun and/or rifle/pistol range. You can purchase one or multiple tickets at the shooting ticket tent at the entrance of the shooting village.

**Are there age restrictions for shooting?**
Yes, Archery, BB, pellet, and air rifle all have no age requirements. Rifle and shotgun have a restriction of 12 & over, while pistol is restricted to those 21 & over.

**Will eye and ear protection be provided?**
Eye and ear protection will be provided and required by all shooters.

**Do I need to complete a waiver to participate in shooting?**
Yes, all attendees who would like to participate in any activity at DUX will need to complete a waiver each day. Visit any waiver tent to complete your waiver.

**Insider Tip: Use the QR Code on this page to fill out your waiver on-line before you arrive at DUX.**

**Can I purchase ammunition at DUX?**
There are multiple manufacturers that will be selling ammunition at DUX. Yes, the ammunition is in-stock at DUX and you can pick up the ammo on-site, as you leave DUX. There are daily limitations on how many boxes each person can buy per style of ammo.
Plantation Series Over & Under and Side-by-Side shotguns from Dickinson Arms provide waterfowl and wingshooting enthusiasts with premium quality, distinctive good looks and professional-grade performance in a gun that is surprisingly affordable.

Both versions come in 12, 20, 16, 28 gauge and .410 bore to cover a wide range of shooters and applications. Plantation Series shotguns feature precision trigger plate mechanisms with cosmetic side plates and receivers that are hand engraved with attractive English scroll. Each receiver is finished with true bone- charcoal color case hardening that makes each gun an individual work of art.

Quality construction and components are hallmarks of the Plantation Series, starting with premium Turkish Walnut stocks and for-ends with 24-lines-per-inch hand checkering and a hand-rubbed oil finish. Each receiver is machined from a solid billet of moly-chrome steel for the ultimate in precision and durability. Dickinson’s construction techniques combine the latest modern CNC technology and CNC- machined lever mainsprings with old-world craftsmanship and attention to detail.

Wood and metal components are hand finished and hand fitted to create a gun that looks as good as it performs. Whether shooters prefer a side-by-side or over & under, they can choose from 24”, 26”, 28” or 30” barrel lengths to suit a wide variety of shooting styles. These guns can accommodate fixed or thin-wall chokes for different shooting applications in the field or on the range. Waterfowl enthusiasts can also select Beavertail or Standard for-end designs to suit their preference. Special order upgrades to Grade 3/4/5 walnut stocks are also available.

Dickinson Plantation Series shotguns carry an MSRP of $2,999 — a great value for a gun of this quality and reputation. Dickinson’s Plantation Series has received rave reviews from editors at leading publications including Sporting Classics, Shooting Sportsman, American Waterfowler and American Shooting Journal, where these elegant Turkish-crafted shotguns were favorably compared with brands and models costing many times more.
And many of you diehard waterfowlers are shooting hundreds per season... unprotected. Studies show moderate hearing loss increases the chances of developing dementia or Alzheimer’s by almost 300%. With TETRA AlphaShield, you protect your hearing and brain while still hearing the sounds of the hunt that matter.

Don’t kill your future just to kill ducks.

Hear The Hunt™ with TETRA.

TETRA HEARING ™
TETRAHEARING.COM/1SHOT
EARLY TO RISE. BUILT TO GRIND.
LAST TO GIVE UP.

THE NEW STANDARD FOR SEMI-AUTO WATERFOWL PERFORMANCE HAS ARRIVED.
Introducing the Renegaue from Savage. Featuring a patented Dual Regulating Inline Valve (D.R.I.V.) gas system that self-regulates to cycle every size load with relentless consistency and lightning fast shooting, it’s all-new and every inch a Savage.

Learn more at SavageArms.com
Some of North Texas’ Finest Waterfowl Hunting

WHITE OAK CREEK RANCH
FRANKLIN CO., TX | 4,848± ACRES | $999,000
6 Exclusive Ranch Memberships Remain

TIN 4 RANCH
STEPHENS CO., TX | 436± ACRES | $5.8 MM
neighboring 655± ac available for a total of 702± acres

ROUGH CREEK RANCH
MILLS CO., TX | 2,818± ACRES | $13,950,000
with Colorado River frontage
THE POWERFUL TOYOTA TUNDRA – KVD’S TRUCK OF CHOICE. One of the greatest bass fisherman of all time demands peak performance from himself and his rig. The Toyota Tundra consistently earns Kevin VanDam’s praise and trust with a 5.7L V8, up to 10,200 towing capacity, and massive braking power. The 2018 Bass Fishing Hall of Famer puts it bluntly, “It’s the best tow-vehicle I’ve ever owned.” Find out more at Toyota.com/Tundra.

Vehicle shown with options. Vehicle shown is a special project car, modified with non-genuine Toyota parts and accessories. Modifications with these non-genuine parts or accessories will void the factory warranty, may negatively impact vehicle performance and safety, and may not be street legal. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up, loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner’s Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on base curb weight plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and added vehicle equipment. “Added vehicle equipment” includes additional standard / optional equipment and accessories added by the manufacturer, dealers, and/or vehicle owners. The only way to be certain of your vehicle’s curb weight is to weigh your vehicle without passengers or cargo. Calculated with new SAE J2807 method. Vehicle loaned to paid talent. Trademarks shown are those of their respective owners. *Assembled in Texas with U.S. and globally sourced parts. ©2021 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
A monster in the marsh. The Maxus II builds on the success of the original, and adds a new look and more features that improve shooting comfort, performance and speed without sacrificing an ounce of the proven reliability the Maxus has been lauded for. Hunting seasons are short, make every shot count with the best gas-operated autoloading shotgun you can get a grip on. The Maxus II Wicked Wing has a lot to offer a shotguns; Reliability, superior shooting comfort, a great trigger, intuitive handling and appearance. This is one shotgun that looks as good as it performs.

Carroll’s Gun Shop welcomes you to visit their store to see the updated Maxus II in various configurations before your next duck or goose hunt.

Federal is America’s Foundation for Wildlife Conservation.

DON’T JUST STALK THE FOREST.
BECOME A PART OF IT.

Featuring the latest in product technology and camouflage innovations, our gear is built to overdeliver, designed to outperform, and proven to outlast. Every item is rigorously field-tested to offer our customers a Lifetime Warranty. Not for 30 days. Not for a year. For the life of the product. So you can upgrade your gear with confidence, and your prey will never know you are there.

Visit our booth at the DUX Expo for show specials or learn more at pnumaoutdoors.com
OVER 65 MODELS

SPORTING | SKEET | TRAP | GAME SIMULATOR

WORLD’S BEST TRAPS

888.767.2529 | WWW.PROMATIC.BIZ | FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU
GET OUT WHAT YOU PUT IN

THE ALL-NEW CROSSROADS® COLLECTION WITH TUFFSKIN NYLON
UNLIMITED CASH BACK
PLUS FUNDING FOR WETLANDS CONSERVATION

1.5% UNLIMITED CASH BACK¹

NO ANNUAL FEE²

Earn 1.5% unlimited cash back¹ on your everyday purchases. As a bonus, a portion of every purchase helps fund wetlands conservation projects.

APPLY TODAY: DUCKS.ORG/CASHBACK | 1-866-390-9948

¹See Rewards Terms and Conditions in the Summary of Credit Terms provided at time of application for details, including earning redemption, encroachment or forfeiture. % Cash rewards are earned as points.
²For additional information about Annual Percentage Rates (APRs), fees and other costs, see the Summary of Credit Terms.

Ducks Unlimited has no involvement in any credit decision made by First Bankcard. Any questions regarding credit decision or the application process should be directed to First Bankcard.

Cards are issued by First Bankcard, a division of First National Bank of Omaha, pursuant to a license from Visa U.S.A. Inc. Visa and Visa Signature are registered trademarks of Visa International Service Association and used under license.
TRAINED TO RETRIEVE.
BORN TO GIVE THEIR ALL.

30% PROTEIN AND 20% FAT
TO FUEL METABOLIC NEEDS
& MAINTAIN LEAN MUSCLE

ONLY ONE BRAND FUELS
THE MOST CHAMPION SPORTING DOGS*

OPTIMIZES OXYGEN
METABOLISM (VO₂ MAX) FOR
INCREASED ENDURANCE

ProPlanSport.com EXCLUSIVELY AT PET SPECIALTY AND ONLINE RETAILERS

*Based on 2020 National, World & Invitational Champions and Purina Award Winners. The handler or owner of these champions may have received Pro Plan dog food as Purina Ambassadors. Purina trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. Any other marks are property of their respective owners.